Briefly, had no speed and offered little throughout, came six wide into the stretch, failed to menace and tired in the drive. KISS A COYOTE bobbled at the break, rider took up late bid but was no real threat. KYLE'S TREASURY trailed to mid turn, swung eight wide under left handed stick, never threatened. CELTIC FIRE raced in stretch, needed more late. READY FOR REGENT settled in the second flight, was hard ridden racing towards the rail from top of the lane, did give a mild through out, vied in four way battle mid stretch, was out gamed in last jumps, hard try. MIGHTGETLUCKY rated early, hard ridden angling out in upper stretch, drifted, impeded foe late.

KISS A COYOTE bobbled at the break, rider took up late bid but was no real threat. KYLE'S TREASURY trailed to mid turn, swung eight wide under left handed stick, never threatened. CELTIC FIRE raced in stretch, needed more late. READY FOR REGENT settled in the second flight, was hard ridden racing towards the rail from top of the lane, did give a mild through out, vied in four way battle mid stretch, was out gamed in last jumps, hard try. MIGHTGETLUCKY rated early, hard ridden angling out in upper stretch, drifted, impeded foe late.

Fractional Times:
22.37 46.33 59.44  
Final Time: 1:12.82


Breeders: Hargus Sexton & Sandra Sexton.  Winning Owner: Larry R. Reed

Claiming Prices: 9 - Salty Sailor: $5,000; 5 - Furious Chad: $5,000; 6 - Mr. Truthful: $5,000; 2 - Idea Man: $5,000; 3 - Mightgetlucky: $5,000; 4 - Ready for Regent: $5,000; 1 - Kyle's Treasury: $5,000; 8 - Celtic Fire: $5,000; 7 - Kiss a Coyote: $5,000;

Disqualification(s): # 9 Salty Sailor from 1 to 3

Scratched Horse(s): Rebel Song

Total WPS Pool: $31,965

Wager Type Winning Numbers Payoff Pool
Win  Place  Show  $2.00 Perfecta  5-6  57.20  39,752
5 - Furious Chad  12.40  5.40  2.80
6 - Mr. Truthful  5.40  2.80  $2.00 Trifecta  5-6-9  171.60  37,870
9 - Salty Sailor  121 LA  9  1  1  1  1  1  1/2  3/4  0.90  drifted,impeded foe
Furiously Chad (Whitney, Dana)
Mr. Truthful (Sanguinetti, Anne)
Idea Man (Quinones, Luis)
Mr. Truthful (Sanguinetti, Anne)
Furious Chad (Whitney, Dana)
Salty Sailor (Rivera, Luis)
Kiss a Coyote (Perez, Jr., John)
Celtic Fire (Barria, Jesus)
Kyle's Treasury (Pereira, Oswald)
Ready for Regent (Ccamaque, Marco)
Mightgetlucky (Feliciano, Ricardo)


Footnotes

SALTY SAILOR broke alertly, set a pressured pace throughout, raced mid track entering the stretch, was headed from both sides at the eighth pole, drifted out sharply impeding MR. TRUTHFUL in last strides. FURIOUS CHAD raced up close from the start, was put to a drive top of the lane, came inside of SALTY SAILOR for the stretch run, benefited some coming to the wire when that rival drifted out sharply, got the head bob to gain the place position. MR. TRUTHFUL stalked SALTY SAILOR down the backside, bid five wide in upper stretch, almost drew even with a furlong to go, was forced to check coming to the wire when that rival drifted out sharply. A STEWARDS INQUIRY INTO THE STRETCH RUN WAS SOON FOLLOWED BY A CLAIM OF FOUL FROM THE RIDER OF MR. TRUTHFUL AGAINST THE RIDER OF SALTY SAILOR FOR INTERFERENCE IN DEEP STRETCH. AFTER REVIEW, SALTY SAILOR WAS DISQUALIFIED AND PLACED THIRD FOR INTERFERENCE IN DEEP STRETCH. IDEA MAN pressed for the lead racing along the rail throughout, vied in four way battle mid stretch, was out gamed in last jumps, hard try. MIGHTGETLUCKY rated early, hard ridden angling out in upper stretch, needed more late. READY FOR REGENT settled in the second flight, was hard ridden racing towards the rail from top of the lane, did give a mild late bid but was no real threat. KYLE'S TREASURY trailed to mid turn, swung eight wide under left handed stick, never threatened. CELTIC FIRE raced in mid pack traveling off the rail, came six wide into the stretch, failed to menace and tired in the drive. KISS A COYOTE bobbed at the break, rider took up briefly, had no speed and offered little throughout.
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